Dynamic contrast-enhanced CT imaging of hepatocellular carcinoma in cirrhosis: feasibility of a prolonged dual-phase imaging protocol with tracer kinetics modeling.
Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) CT imaging of four patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) was performed using a dual-phase imaging protocol designed with initial rapid dynamic imaging to capture the initial increase in contrast medium enhancement in order to assess perfusion, followed by a delayed imaging phase with progressively longer intervals to monitor subsequent tissue enhancement behaviour in order to assess tissue permeability. The DCE CT images were analysed using a dual-input two-compartment distributed parameter model to yield separate estimates for blood flow and permeability, as well as fractional intravascular and extravascular volumes. The HCCs and surrounding cirrhotic liver tissues were found to exhibit enhancement curves that can be appropriately described by two distinct compartments separated by a semipermeable barrier. Early contrast arrival was also found for HCC as compared with background liver. These findings are consistent with the current understanding of sinusoidal capillarization and hepatocarcinogenesis.